Take a walk in the park and sample a taste of Denali State Park's true nature.

**Seasons of Denali**

Spring brings bright green shoots and a flurry of activity as everything starts to wake up from the long winter. Extremely long summer days encourage rapid growth, quickly covering the ground in a thick blanket of green. Every view changes as the weather patterns roll in and out. Photographers hit the motherlode in autumn as aspen, birch, willow, and ferns show off their Alaskan gold.

A Walk in the Park

Go ahead and stretch your legs. The Moose Flats Loop Trail is just over half a mile long and is wheelchair accessible. Regardless of your fitness level, this trail is sure to please.

---

**Legend**

- ** Trails **
- ** RV Camping **
- ** Public-Use Cabin **
- ** Walk-In Campsite **
- ** Interpretive Trail **
- ** Interpretive Center **
- ** Bear-Resistant Trash **
- ** Ranger Station **
- ** Toilet **
- ** Drinking Water **
- ** Picnic Shelter **
- ** Information **
- ** Parking **
- ** Fee Station **